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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This video provides a quick overview of Project Design, using three key applications in the TeamPort platform. This overview is suitable for beginning users of TeamPort. 
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Project Design is an Iterative, Social Process

Project Design is the capability to 
model, explore, and optimize 
complex projects and programs --
for teams to design their projects -
- before committing to action.

Project Designers build digital-
twin models of complex 
projects to design the project 
before execution and to rapidly 
adjust as things change.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One may ask,  "What is Project Design?"  Design, broadly, is an iterative and social process, the evaluation of choices and outcomes early-on, before committing to a course of action.  By rapidly exploring possibilities -- through dialogue, analysis, and prototyping -- awareness is built and better results are achieved.  And as things change (they always do, don't they?) a good design is easily adjusted. Project Design is the capability to model, explore, and optimize complex projects and programs  -- for teams to "Design" their projects -- before committing to action.  Project Designers build digital-twin models of complex projects to design the project before execution and to rapidly adjust, as things change.
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Based on 20 years of research and field experience, our methods and tools for 
model-based project management are guided by Principles of Project Design.

1. Encourage collaboration by cross-functional teams
A forum for sharing … and listening to … multiple perspectives

2. Focus on capturing the most critical project information
The interactions of teams, flow of activities, and the products they create

3. Avoid the false precision of detail
“Forest for the Trees” view -- maintained as total project architecture

4. Rapidly, iteratively simulate projects to yield key insights
Trade-offs and convergence on a realistic and optimal baseline plan

3

Principles of Project Design

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our methods and tools for model-based project management are driven by four Principles of Project Design.Encourage collaboration by cross-functional teams.Focus on capturing the most critical project information.Avoid the false precision of detail.Rapidly, iteratively simulate projects to yield key insights.We are excited to share the future of teamwork for complex challenges through Project Design.
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Software for rapid modeling of dynamic projects and portfolios
• Program strategy dialogue
• Collaborative visual design
• Forward-looking forecasts and analytics
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TeamPort is a platform for Model-based Project Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TeamPort is a platform for Model-based Project Management.  Many applications and analytics engines are connected to support rapid modeling of dynamic projects and portfolios. Shown here are two of the most commonly used TeamPort applications:  Designer and Forecast.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s begin by taking a look at TeamPort Designer, used to build project models.
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• Locations are where work takes place. The time and distance between 
Locations influences the coordination of work.

• Products are the meaningful result of completed work.  A Product includes 
Activities that represent scope and progress to realize the Product.

Products can be grouped as a Product Breakdown Structure (PBS).

• Teams are people who make effort to work and coordinate by applying 
abilities. 

Teams can be grouped as an Organizational Breakdown Structure (OBS).

• Phases are grouped activities that represent flow of progress over time.  
These stages of progress may stretch across multiple products yet viewed together 
for governance.  

Phases can be grouped as a Work Breakdown Structure (WBS).

• Activities represent scope and progress toward the completion of Products.

Activities connect these three breakdown structures.  Teams work on 
activities during phases to generate products.

TeamPort Project Model Elements
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To build a project model with TeamPort Designer, the following elements are represented and connected:Locations (shown as a red pin) are where work takes place. The time and distance between Locations influences the coordination of work.Products  (shown as a red square) are the meaningful result of completed work. Products can be grouped as a Product Breakdown Structure.Teams  (shown as a yellow circle) are people with abilities who make effort to work and coordinate. Teams can be grouped as an Organizational Breakdown Structure.Phases  (shown as a light blue pentagon) are grouped activities that represent flow of progress over time.  Phases can be grouped as a Work Breakdown Structure.Activities  (shown as a dark blue triangle) represent scope and progress toward the completion of Products. Activities connect the three breakdown structures: Teams work on activities during phases to generate products.
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TeamPort Designer: Overall Layout

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Designer User Interface is composed of six parts. Let's review them briefly.  On the top of the interface are the Menus. For example File and Edit menus. The next part is Navigation, as Tabs to navigate across VIews.  Below navigation, and above the view, is a Toolbar, with features specific to each View.  In the center are a View and Detail Pane shown side by side. And finally at the bottom, System Information.  The View, center and left, is a holistic representation of the project model, while the detail pane on the right shows a selected project element or relationship. Across the bottom, the System Information bar has three sections:  on the left, messages from the server. In the center,  the current project ID and name. And, on the right,  connection information for the user's session. 
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• Each view shows a project model (as it 
emerges) from different perspectives.

• Some – but not all – aspects of a model 
can be seen and edited from each view.

Designer:  Five Views

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s take a closer look at Designer's five views.  Each view shows a project model (as it emerges) from different perspectives. Some, but not all aspects of a model, can be seen and edited from each view. In Designer, the View is selected by clicking on the tabs in the top left of the application. Let’s examine each view briefly. The Locations View shows sites on a global map with teams that might be involved in the project. The Architecture View represents elements as icons (such as teams, products, phases, and activities).  This Architecture View also shows relationships as lines (such as breakdown structures, contracts and dependencies). The 3 Column View shows three breakdown structures, with activities detailed within the phase-based WBS. The Matrix View shows a pattern of the relationships amongst model elements. The matrix's rows and columns are project elements, and the cell displays summary information about their relationship. The Coordination View represents the perspective of an individual team and the demands on that team’s attention and abilities.  Why are there so many differing views of the same project?  Each view allows a more natural dialogue for teams about the project as a system.  It is typical to flip amongst the various views, depending on the aspect of the project and its performance under consideration.
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Toolbars:  Viewing and Hiding Project Elements and Relationships

Zoom
Activities

Dependencies

Contracts

WBSPBS

Products Phases

OBS

Teams

Adding Elements+ 

Zoom to Fit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Across the top of each View,  including the Architecture View shown below,  a Toolbar contains buttons for adjusting the way the project model is visualized. For example, one can show and hide layers of the project. Each button’s function can be seen in a tooltip by hovering the mouse over the button. On the left are several controls for zooming the view, including "zoom to fit" which is useful for zooming out to show a whole section of the project, or zooming in, towards a selected portion of the project.  In the middle part of the toolbar are buttons to show and hide elements, (activities, products, phases, and teams), and how they relate, (dependencies, contracts, and breakdown structures).  On the right, the toolbar also contains buttons for adding products, phases, and teams, indicated by a green plus sign.
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Designer:  Sketching the project architecture

1

To add: Click, move to the sketch, click to drop2

3 Teams
4 Products

5 Activities

6 Phases

7 Detail Pane

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s take a look at sketching a project in TeamPort's Architecture View, shown here as one of the Architecture tabs, the Sketch sub-view. Elements are added by clicking once on the button in the toolbar with a green plus and then clicking again on the sketch canvas. Teams are added with size and available schedule to apply various abilities.  They are based at one of the sites on the Locations View.  These teams should be organized with reporting relationships specific to the project, which may be different than that typical of the sponsoring organization. The OBS is shown as a solid yellow line with a dot indicating the child team in the hierarchy. A breakdown structure is created by dragging and dropping the child element onto it's parent.Products represent meaningful outcomes and deliverables. The product's activities are shown connected by a red dashed line. Higher level products may have little to no activity directly associated with them. Activities represent the demand for work to complete products.  Activities are tied to the supply of work - the teams - through contracts (shown as yellow dashed lines).  Activities may be dependent on other activities. The dependencies (shown as black dashed arrows) also create a demand for coordination.Activities are grouped into Phases (shown as light blue lines), creating a familiar work breakdown structure. The attributes of any element can be viewed and edited in the Detail Pane, shown on the right for an activity.How are these project models used? Once modeled, simulations produce multiple forecasts of the project, which guide further refinement and ultimately the actions of teams involved. Each forecast is a fully generated project plan. We can see here that project models capture and connect three related systems: product, process, and organization. The product as deliverables and outcome, the demanded process to work and to coordinate, and the teams organized to supply ability.  As a project unfolds, especially if complex and distributed, the nature of scope and the behaviors of teams become factors in overall performance, including cost, duration, and quality.
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Three Column View

1. The View shows the three breakdown 
structures, with activities shown within 
the phase-based WBS

2. The list order of the project elements, 
and hierarchy, can be changed by 
dragging and dropping

3. New products, phases ,and teams can 
be added (see green plus signs in the 
toolbar).

4. The detail pane for a selected project 
element can be revealed on the right, 
just as in other views.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next we will take a look at TeamPort Designer’s Three Column View. The View shows the three breakdown structures, with activities shown within the phase-based WBS in the center column. The PBS is on the left and OBS on the right. The list order of the elements, and hierarchy, can be changed by dragging and dropping. New products, phases, and teams can be added (see buttons with green plus signs in the toolbar). Similar to the other views, a detail pane for a selected element can be revealed on the right.
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Matrix Views

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Matrix view shows a total pattern of the relationships amongst model elements. The row and column headers show a project element (such as teams, products, phases, and activities). The cell at the intersection of a row and column displays summary information about their relationship. There are four types of matrix views. #1. The Product by Team Matrix shows the count of activities assigned to a team as a primary contract within the product. By hovering over each cell, a list of these activities will appear. #2. The Product by Phase Matrix shows the distribution of activities by phases across the PBS. #3. The Phase by Team Matrix shows the roles of teams, indicated by the letters P D Q and A. What do these role indicators mean?  P is for primary. D for decision. Q for quality. And, A for assist.  Finally, #4. The Phase by Phase Matrix, also known as a DSM, shows dependencies amongst activities and phases. For all of these matrix types, clicking a cell or clicking the header of a row or column, will select the element and show it in the detail pane on the right.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we’ve taken a look at building a project model in Designer, let’s take the next step by simulating a project and exploring the result in Teamport Forecast.
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• At GPD, we’ve leveraged systems thinking and 
methods to better expose the underlying 
drivers of performance of projects.  The total 
project system – it’s elements, relationships and 
dynamics – combine in often surprising ways.

• More detail, without considering the effects of 
mixing team behaviors with project architecture, 
will not improve our ability to foresee.  In fact, 
too much detail can obscure our view.

• The big idea from project design with TeamPort 
is that a project’s cost, schedule and scope are 
not inputs, but outputs!

Cost, Schedule, and Scope at Quality are emergent.

Performance is Emergent

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even today, some confuse excruciatingly detailed project schedules and budgets with effective project design. Traditional methods, born a century ago, overlook nearly half of what  determines the ultimate outcome of  projects and programs.  What’s missing? Attention to the cost, time and risk associated with realistic phenomena and dynamics of teamwork, including coordination, rework, and distribution.At GPD, we’ve leveraged systems thinking and methods to better expose the underlying drivers of performance of projects.  The total project system – it’s elements, relationships and dynamics – combine in often surprising ways. More detail, without considering the effects of mixing team behaviors with project architecture, will not improve our ability to foresee.  In fact, too much detail can obscure our view. The big idea from project design with TeamPort is that a project’s cost, schedule and scope are not inputs, but outputs! Cost, Schedule, and Scope at Quality, are Emergent.�
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Running Simulations to create Forecasts
Select Simulator… in the Tools Menu

Open the Forecast App

A simulation takes seconds to a minute.
If successful, a message is shown in lower left of Designer.

1

2

3

4

Adjust settings and click Start

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Forecasts are generated by selecting and configuring a Simulator from the TeamPort Designer tools menu. A TeamPort simulator combines an agent-based simulation with treatment of real-world uncertainties, including a Monte Carlo method to derive a forecast of the project model. The Simulator repeatedly simulates the project based on the model elements and architecture while varying certain parameters. Based on scope type and complexity, team abilities and availability, and the response to coordination across dependencies, the simulator calculates team behaviors and activity outcomes.  There are many settings which reflect research on real-world project behaviors.  These settings can be turned on and off in combination to explore the sensitivity to these phenomena.  Still, the default settings provide an accurate and meaningful forecast of complex systems-oriented projects.  After clicking start, a simulator may require seconds to minutes to complete a simulation. A message is shown on the lower left system information panel.  Next, let’s open the TeamPort Forecast application from the Tools Menu to see the result.
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Forecast: examining Simulation result(s)

16

Forecasts include Work, Coordination, and Wait

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TeamPort Forecast is visualization software to explore forecasts of complex projects, their dynamic outcomes, and root cause of likely progress, costs, and risk. Shown here is an Overview chart from one forecast. The overview chart shows, at a high level, how effort and cost are distributed across the project.  Over multiple simulations these views will give a feel for the project, helping to rapidly assess if design changes taken are moving likely performance of the project design in a desired direction.  Shown here is a summary of effort by team.  Similar to the Views in TeamPort Designer, the high level view on the left is matched by a detail pane on the right.  Selection of a model element or relationship – in this case a team – reveals detailed insights.As the Project Design method continues,  teams iterate with design, simulation, forecasts review, and dialogue.  Many forecasts will be generated.  These forecasts are each a fully generated project plan.  They are stored and organized on the TeamPort Server, and can be accessed within TeamPort Forecast from the File, Open menu.�
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Schedule, shown here 
as a Gantt Chart, are 
outputs, rather than 
inputs, of planning. 

Beyond traditional 
Gantt charts, these 
charts reveal 
uncertainty ranges of 
forecasts and the real 
effort and duration 
required for 
coordination.

Gantt Charts Team Filter Show Coordination 
(across Dependencies)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gantt charts, now more than 120 years since their first use to describe factory jobs, are still commonly leveraged to communicate about projects. In addition to cost and scope, likely schedule is an output, rather than input, of planning using Project Design.  As changes occur to the project, both planned and unplanned, the model is easily updated and a full new estimate to completion – a full forecast – is easily generated. In addition, these Gantt charts have been extended to take advantage of TeamPort’s unique project models.  The charts reveal uncertainty ranges of forecasts and the real effort and duration required for coordination. These schedules, as well as the other full information in a TeamPort forecast, are easily exported.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, in this quick Getting Started overview of TeamPort, let’s take a look at TeamPort Design Walk.
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• The Design Walk application is 
accessed from Designer or 
Forecast, in the Tools menu.

• It shows a path during project 
design sessions: a series of 
simulated models and forecasts 
over time.

• Clicking on a table row will 
highlight (dark blue) the scenario 
forecast in the tradespace diagram 
on the left.

• If a simulation includes multiple 
runs (Monte Carlo), double 
clicking on a table row will show 
the variation range in  forecasts 
for that scenario.

TeamPort Design Walk

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Design Walk application is accessed from Designer or Forecast, in the Tools menu.Design Walk shows a path during project design sessions: a series of simulated models and forecasts over time. Clicking on a table row will highlight (in dark blue) the scenario forecast in the tradespace diagram on the left. If a simulation includes multiple runs, double clicking on a table row will show the variation range in forecasts for that scenario, shown in green. On the right various aspects of the set of project models and forecasts can be compared and exported.  The specific changes to the project models, version by version, can be recalled, helping the users to reflect on the design changes that drove the project forecasts to shift across the tradespace.
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• This video has shared a quick 
overview of three TeamPort 
applications that used by 
Project Designers, sponsors, 
and teams.

• TeamPort has been 
architected to support a 
growing family of tools and 
services to support project 
model-building, sharing, 
analytics, and ongoing 
teamwork performance.

TeamPort as Platform 

TeamPort
SYNC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for taking the time to learn about Getting Started with Project Design and the TeamPort platform.  This video has shared a quick overview of three TeamPort applications used by Project Designers, sponsors, and project teams. TeamPort has been architected to support a growing family of tools and services to support project model-building, sharing, analytics, and ongoing teamwork performance.  We look forward to sharing with you the best practices and family of tools for Project Design.
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• Online resources at 
https://teamport.com/members, 
including user guides, videos, courses, 
case studies, and sample models

• the Help menu in Designer

• Professional development courses 
including Basic, Advanced, and 
Professional certification 
(www.teamport.com/courses)

• Your co-workers, colleagues, and others 
in the Project Design community

• GPD customer service and
technical support via email at 
support@teamport.com 

21

Participating in the Project Design community

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that you’ve competed the Getting Started videos, we welcome you to further learn and engage in the project design community.Online resources are available by registering at teamport.com/members, including user guides, videos, courses, case studies, and sample models. In TeamPort Designer, the Help menu includes the full user guide, which can be easily searched by topic. Courses on Project Design are conducted on three for undergraduate, graduate, and mid-career students.  GPD also offers professional development training towards Basic, Advanced, and Professional certification. Please check out teamport.com/courses. Most importantly, we encourage you to reach out to the GPD team with questions, issues, and recommendations.  

https://teamport.com/members


Getting Started
A Quick Overview of Project Design 
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Concluded

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thanks again!  Be sure to look next for videos with practical demonstration of project model building, running of simulations, and iterative interpretation of forecasts.  This Getting Started video is now concluded.
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